2014 Darius II Cabernet Sauvignon
N A P A VA L L E Y

DARIOUSH DISTINCTION

The Crown Jewel of the Darioush estate, Darius II captures the diverse
and exquisite beauty within each vintage. With an uncompromising
commitment to crafting a wine with complexity, composure and refinement,
Darius II is the hallmark of the Darioush style.
TASTING NOTES

Bearing the remarkable complexity, poise and seamlessness that has become
synonymous with this estate’s crown jewel, 2014 Darius II expresses in equal
parts the pure character of its primarily hillside origins and the delicate
nuance of an idyllic vintage. On entry, sensational aromas of blueberry,
blackcurrants, crème de cassis and spring blooms beckon an intensely
voluptuous palate laden with tangy black and blue fruits—black cherry, plum
and licorice flavors are framed by soft, finely-knit tannins. The wine is rich
and opulent, with persistent notes of leather, tobacco and sandalwood
incense adding depth and intrigue. A decadent earthy core of bittersweet
cocoa and finely ground espresso lent by mountainside vineyards, is balanced
by a fresh, lifted quality. Beautiful in its youth, this wine is sure to reward the
patient collector over the next decade or two.
THE VISUAL HALLMARK OF DARIUS II

In the spirit of sharing, Darioush and London’s Victoria and Albert Museum
have joined together to feature ancient traditions in Persian Art. With
collections unrivaled in their scope and diversity, the time-honored works
selected from the V&A archives span thousands of years of creativity and
capture the craftsmanship and integrity of Darius II.
THE LABEL ART

The art adorning 2014 Darius II depicts the tradition of the Saghi, or Wine
Bearer, an influential and heralded position in the ancient Persian royal courts, among aristocrats, in wine houses and in
mystical and religious traditions over a thousand years old. The Saghi were experts in the art and custom of hospitality,
hosting and wine service. More, they were bearers of knowledge and inspiration, confidantes, muses and guides —
embodying mysticism and beauty, a reflection of the Divine. In her beauty and wisdom, the Saghi possessed transcendent
often angelic qualities, representing the fleeting nature of life and embodying the intoxicating and enlightening effects of
wine. Described as originally hanging in the Shah’s palace in Tehran and painted by an unknown artist in the early 1800s,
the artwork was acquired by the Victoria & Albert Museum in 1876.
COMPOSITION

APPELLATION

WINEMAKER

AVAILABILITY

91% Cabernet Sauvignon,
5% Merlot, 4% Malbec

Sage Vineyard - Mt Veeder,
Apadana Block - Darioush Estate,
Pritchard Hill

Steve Devitt,
Michel Rolland (consulting)

Limited Library
Release

2014 Darius II Cabernet Sauvignon
N A P A VA L L E Y

“A serious wine, with a fragrant nose of graphite, blackberry, cassis and hints of
toast and chocolate. Full-bodied, with an expansive, savory texture and a long,
pure finish, it should drink nicely for at least another 15–20 years.”
Rated 94 | Robert M. Parker, Jr.
VINTAGE

The 2014 growing season rewarded with abundant, exceptional quality fruit at harvest. Slightly smaller than average
berry sizes and concentrated flavor contributed to the overall quality of the vintage. Despite another unseasonably
dry winter, soil moisture was recharged following significant rains in February and March. Warm Springtime
temperatures persisted through bloom, setting an even and ample crop. Diurnal temperature swings were vital–
consistently warm sunny days followed by cool evenings further intensified flavor while retaining freshness and
gradually ripening tannin. From veraison to harvest, a long, even, rain-free growing season contributed to remarkable
flavor development and textbook chemistries. The vineyards and winery were undisturbed in the earthquake on
August 24th, which professed the start to an efficient, fruitful harvest.
WINEGROWING

Farming on Mount Veeder means farming microclimates. Our 22-acre Sage Vineyard is comprised of 31 different
blocks each with unique soils, water and sun requirements. With a combination of state-of-the-art technology and
feet on the ground, we adapt meticulous vineyard management practices to optimize water and nutrient delivery.
Vine-specific data and canopy management, overseen by Steve Devitt, enables a balanced ecosystem and consistent
ripeness across a diverse vineyard site. We dry-farm many blocks of Sage Vineyard which allows the resulting wines to
be more site-expressive – displaying the powerful aromas and flavors of their hillside origins.
PRIMARY VINEYARDS

Sage Vineyard Darioush Estate, Mount Veeder Appellation
22 acres | Elevation: 1800-2200 feet | Acquired: 2007

Distinguished by its altitude, rugged topography and proximity to the San Pablo Bay, this Southern Napa Valley
vineyard benefits from mineral-rich, volcanic soils and cooling, maritime influences. Wines from this site show
complexity and structure with a fair measure of tannin to support long-term aging.
Apadana Block Darioush Estate, Napa Valley Appellation
4-7 Acres | Vine Age: 17 years | Acquired: 1997

Sitting on the southeast corner of the winery estate on Silverado Trail, the Apadana Block is home to the oldest vines
of this Southern Napa Valley vineyard. Wines cultivated from this site are reflective of mature vine age – expressing a
plush, round and seamless profile.
SECONDARY VINEYARD

Pritchard Hill- Sourced Cabernet Sauvignon
4 Acres | Elevation: 1400 feet | Vine Age: 13 years

Selected from this high altitude sub-region east of Oakville for its concentration and luscious character, this sourced
Cabernet Sauvignon comprises <10% of the blend. Chosen to complement the structure of Sage Vineyard-grown
Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot.

